
eBooks In Your Library:  
Discoverability, Communication and 

The Future of eBooks.  
An interactive event. 



Simply drop your business card into the 
bowl and listen out at the end of this 

session …it could be you!  



Interactive = have your say    

Please note down any comments, 
questions or feedback on your post-it 

notes



Please leave your name/email on 
your post-it if you have any 

questions, so we can get back to you 



Who we are:

Emily Newsome: Marketing Manager, UK & Europe
Emily.Newsome@tandf.co.uk 

Cristina Garcia Pozuelo Sanchez: eBook Sales 
Executive, Central and Eastern Europe 

Cristina.Sanchez@tandf.co.uk 



About Taylor and Francis 

Leading international academic 
publisher

Based in Oxfordshire, United 
Kingdom

20 offices worldwide

2,500 journals

Over 5,000 new books each year

107,000 eBook titles

Established in 1798 



Imprints 



www.TaylorFrancis.com
Our new eBook platform



Library admin area



Librarian-Friendly

Free trials at platform and collection 
level 

Data analysis  

Marketing materials and marketing 
support

Support

Training sessions and technical 
support



What librarians like about 
eBooks

Usage and Denials data

Instantaneous

Bonus materials 

Edition updates

Easy to find related topics/ books

Take up no shelf space 

No packaging or shipping expenses

Simultaneous users 



• #1 Discoverability
• #2 Communication 
• #3 The Future 

eBook concerns for librarians  



• Acquisition librarian 
• Subject librarian/faculty liaison 
• Library assistant  
• Technical/service librarian 
• Aggregators, publishers etc.
• Other 

How would you describe 
yourself?  



• #1 Discoverability
• #2 Communication 
• #3 The Future 

eBook concerns for librarians  



Discoverability challenges

Ease of obtaining MARC records from 
publisher
Encouraging patrons to access content 
through library/university website instead 
of Google 
Comprehensiveness of MARC records

Increasing awareness of available content

Communicating to patrons how resources 
can help enrich their careers and research 
Other 



• Yes
• Could be better
• Getting there
• Not at all

Is discoverability working well 
in your library? 



• Improve all aspects of discoverability 
through technology

• Need quality, enriched & standard 
compliant data and content

• All our ebooks are indexed on Google 
Scholar 

• SEO and micro tagging
• Being mobile-optimised helps Google 

rankings 

Content quality > content 
dissemination



• Yes
• Yes but we want more
• Nearly
• Not at all

Do you receive the usage 
that you want?   



• #1 Discoverability
• #2 Communication 
• #3 The Future 

eBook concerns for librarians  



Usage is linked to discoverability 
but also to communication 

But how do we 
communicate our 
eBooks to our users 
to encourage usage?    



How do you communicate 
now?  Do you…

• Hold any training sessions with 
faculty?

• Hold any training sessions with 
students?    

• Hold any other types of events such 
as library days? 

• Do you email your library users?
• Do you advertise with posters?  
• Other



Do you think you do enough? 

• Yes, we are great at 
communicating!

• No, we need to do 
more 



What is holding you back?  

• Time?
• Staffing resources?
• Expertise or comfort level?   
• Other?



Faculty communication

Show of hands if…
• Communication from faculty to 

students is a challenge?  
• Communication from faculty to 

librarians is a challenge?  (What 
books/ebooks they want) 

• Other 



• #1 Discoverability
• #2 Communication
• #3 The Future 

eBook concerns for librarians  



This is today…what about 
tomorrow?

The Future of eBooks 

Please consider TaylorFrancis.com, or 
any other eBooks platform that you 
use…what has been good for you, as 
a customer?  For example, EBS sales 
models?  One single platform?  
Please note it down…



How many can see 
yourselves increasing the proportion 

of your eBook purchases?

• No – we are already digital only  
• No – we only purchase print  
• No – a slightly higher proportion on print 

than digital 
• Yes – a slightly higher proportion on 

digital than print 
• Yes – it will accelerate



Is digital is going to become more prevalent?     
Annie Callanan, our new CEO:

• Artificial intelligence will optimise research 
funding

• There is demand for designed knowledge 
artefacts that meet the needs of 21st 
Century Learners

• Technology will enable rapid knowledge 
curation…

What do we all want in the 
future?  



We have been working with the power of AI 
and Machine Learning to enrich customers’ 
online experience.   

Ultimately, we want every piece of content 
ever produced by T&F to be semantically 
linked through Machine Learning to a web of 
knowledge, ‘joining everything and everyone 
within the academic world’ - Nicolas Jessus, 
software architect at T&F 

Artificial Intelligence



https://www.thebookseller.com/futurebook/taylor-francis-
bringing-ai-academic-publishing-it-isnt-easy-776476



• Improving accessibility of content, regardless 
of the technology (such as broadband speed, 
lack of internet connection, device type)

• Interactive media combined seamlessly with 
ebooks

• Chapter and article-level purchasing 
• Innovative pricing models 
• Custom publishing; pick and mix chapters 

and articles to build your own ebook
• Other

What is the biggest opportunity for 
academic publishers to improve 

academic eBooks? Is it…  



If we can help with anything 
else, please let us know.  We try 
to listen to you and create 
content to help where you 
would like it. 



https://librarianresources.taylorandfrancis.com/



Library Insights



For Librarians on Routledge.com 



Free White Papers, Snapshots 
and FreeBooks



To help your academics: 
Author Directions



Our discoverability poll at 
booth #131…



Stay in touch on our library 
twitter account, Library Lantern 



Sorry for making your arms ache!  

It would be great to meet you 
personally and continue the 
conversation…  



THANK YOU!  

Any questions?



Thank you for joining us.  Please contact us if 
you have any further questions.  

Emily Newsome: Marketing Manager, UK & 
Europe
Emily.Newsome@tandf.co.uk 

Cristina Garcia Pozuelo Sanchez: Sales 
Executive, Central and Eastern Europe 
Cristina.Sanchez@tandf.co.uk 


